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Abstract. To support the knowledge of specialists during a HAZOP brainstorm-

ing session, a support system, which is able to automatically generate a prelimi-

nary HAZOP report was developed. The support system, which is based on Col-

oured Petri Nets (CPNs), simulates the behaviour of the system when different 

abnormal scenarios occur. The research demonstrates that integration of CPNs 

and HAZOP is very effective to obtain a smart tool for risk assessment of com-

plex systems, improving the HAZOP analysis procedures. 
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1 Introduction 

Today more than ever, safety in process industries represents an extremely important 

issue, which requires development and adoption of procedures helpful for carrying out 

a formal identification of hazard and risk assessment generated by the system complex-

ity both in design phase and during operations. HAZOP (Hazard and Operability) anal-

ysis is a structured technique used to execute a systematic examination of process risks 

in major hazard plants. Although it is really time-consuming and requires significant 

human and economic resources, it is still most dependent tool for risk identification in 

chemical and petrochemical plants. 

A brief literature review of these studies is discussed in order to set the state-of-the-

art of a potential HAZOP automation. 

2 Literature review 

A method, called HAZID, was the forerunner for the computer aided hazard identifica-

tion [1]. McCoy set out to develop a tool for hazard identification based on fault prop-
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agation, but did not aim that this tool would necessary emulate HAZOP. McCoy ob-

tained a more efficient tool by the creation of a computer program for hazard identifi-

cation, which is a HAZOP emulator. The general approach appears similar to 

HAZOPExpert [2], a system based on a strong graphical interface which allows the 

user to easily specify piping and instrument diagrams but it is not meant to replace the 

HAZOP team. Its objective is to automate the routine aspects of the analysis as much 

as possible, thereby allowing the team to focus on more complex aspects of the analysis 

that cannot be automated. An evolution of HAZOPExpert for Batch processes (BHE) 

was first developed by Srinivasan and Venkatasubramanian, and later improved by 

other researchers [3]. Thereafter, the same authors developed an automated HAZOP 

analysis tool for chemical processes called PHASUITE and based on Petri Nets [4]. 

In the past few years, researchers have concentrated on combining HAZOP with 

dynamic simulation [5], with Signed Directed Graph [6] or with techniques able to 

catch the structural aspects of process plants, such as Digraphs [7], D-higraphs [8], 

Case-Based Reasoning, [9], and Cause-Implication Diagrams [10,11]. Most recent 

studies, on HAZOP methodology and its automation, was done by Lotero-Herranz and 

Galàn [12]. The use of Petri Nets, as a modelling language for batch or continuous 

processes, has proven to be efficient and powerful, but there is a lack in literature about 

the use of CPNs [13] for hazard. 

3 HAZOP methodology 

Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) study is a well-known methodology for hazard iden-

tification, useful in design phase as well as in operational phase, for analysing chemical 

process hazards. In order to identify causes and consequences of deviations in complex 

systems, a multidisciplinary team of experts applies a set of guidewords to the process 

sections, during structured brainstorming sessions. The analysis of problems within a 

HAZOP study is qualitative, but integration with quantitative risk assessment method-

ology is well documented [14]. 

Although this method is very liable for hazard identification in complex systems and 

to support risk drive engineering in manufacturing [15], also useful for , however, the 

limitations of HAZOP study have been widely discussed [14 ], motivating academic 

and industrial researchers in seeking technological solutions for obtaining a more effi-

cient application of this methodology. 

Hence, the aim of this paper is to propose an HAZOP study carried out by analysing 

the propagation of several faults through different connected models that are based on 

Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs), taking advantage of the enhanced characteristics that will 

be discussed in the following section. 

4 Coloured Petri Net language and CPN-based model 

Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) is a discrete-event graphical modelling language for con-

structing models of concurrent systems and analysing their properties. CPNs combine 

the modelling advantages of Petri Nets and compactness of the high level functional 



programming language Standard ML. The CPN modelling language is a general-pur-

pose modelling language, i.e., it is not aimed at modelling a specific class of systems, 

but is aimed towards a very broad class of systems that can be characterized as concur-

rent systems. 

A CPN model of a system is both state and action oriented. It describes the states of 

the system and the events (transitions) that can cause the system to change state. By 

performing simulations of the CPN model, it is possible to investigate different scenar-

ios and explore the behaviour of the system, using customizable tokens, places, transi-

tions and functions. The formal definition of CPNs a coloured Petri net model is a  

nine-tuple: 

CPN {, P, T, A, N, C, G, E, IN} 

where Σ is a finite set of non-empty types, called colour sets, P is a finite set of places, 

T is a finite set of transitions, A is a finite set of arcs, N is a node function, C is a colour 

function, G is a guard function, E is an arc function, IN is an initialization function. 

Further details on CPN can be found in [12]. 

The potential integration between HAZOP and CPN is studied in order to extract a 

behavioural model of e.g. process plant the related HAZOP analysis. The paper presents 

an on-going research, which shows the potential of CPN and HAZOP integration to 

obtain a support system for HAZOP studies. In fact, a library of component and behav-

iour model of typical chemical plant equipment is being developed, each component 

will be able to be connected with others in order to easily reproduce the P&ID (Piping 

& Instrumentation Diagram) of the plant, like so the system processes and information 

flow. 

The first step for system modelling is the drawing up of a list of relevant process 

parameters concerning each equipment type: i.e. Flow In and Out, Level (for vessels 

and tanks, Pressure, Temperature, Reaction (only for reactors).Then, the mental pro-

cess, through which logical connection between causes of a failure and its conse-

quences, typical of HAZOP study, needs not only a complete knowledge of all the com-

ponents failure modes but a full understanding of the so-called propagation of a failure 

inside and outside the component. Failure is intended as a deviation from the “normal 

behaviour”, e.g. high level within the vessel, low flow and so on. The concept of “nor-

mal behaviour” is related to the functioning of the system, and then it is not a static 

condition because it evolves together with the system. 

Therefore, two further steps must be performed: 

 The collection of all the typical causes of failure concerning each one of the mod-

elled components; 

 The creation of CPN-based mechanism, which emulate the propagation of failures. 

The first of these steps can be tackled by leveraging CPN colour sets. Data related to 

typical accidents together with their impact on the involved process variables will be 

collected and represented through their proper colour sets. Then, the second one is the 

most challenging. The automation of the so-called “failures propagation” is crucial in 

order to detect causes and consequences related to all the possible failures that can occur 

in the system. Causes and Consequences of the process variable deviations, which are 



related to analysed node/section/plant, constitute the main elements of a HAZOP anal-

ysis. Therefore, in this context, we define: 

 Internal Cause: An occurring fault within the component that causes a deviation on 

the component parameter (e.g., accidental event). 

 External Cause: The propagation of a deviation from an upstream component might 

be the cause of a failure within the analysed one. 

 Internal Consequence: Deviating process variable within a component might pro-

duce one or more internal faults. 

 External Consequence: An internal deviation might propagate through downstream 

components. It might potentially be the external cause of a downstream deviation. 

Finally, HAZOP methodology uses a set of guidewords and parameters from which it 

is possible to define the above-mentioned deviations by their combination (e.g. 

No/Less/More Flow, Less/More Pressure, Less/More Temperature, etc.). Hence, suc-

cessive issues in terms of creating models that emulate the propagation of failures 

through an industrial plant as well as reproducing the information flow in detail is sum-

marized in Fig.1.  

 

Fig. 1. Sequence of issues in modelling process 

4.1 Declarations 

‘CPN Tools’ [19] constitute the modelling framework, which has been adopted in order 

to create behavioural models of industrial components such as a tank, a pump, a valve, 

etc. ‘CPN Tools’ is used for editing, simulating, state space and performance analysis 

of CPN models. Moreover, it supports untimed and timed hierarchical CPN models.  

Fig.1 shows the types of data that are consumed within the model. In this context, 

coloured tokens and their properties seem particularly suitable to represent either Pro-

cess variables or Causes, Consequences and Information Flow policies. 

Thus, according to both the given definition of a Coloured Petri Net (Section 3) and 

editing framework rules, a CPN model of a component requires: 

 A colour set for each kind of: 

─  Process variable (VAL: Z | VL | L | N | H | VH); 

─  Internal and external cause or consequence (STRING); 

 A set of places that may store/contain all those information modelled by colour sets. 

 A set of transitions, arcs and functions, which run and control the correct information 

flow. 



“VAL” colour set represents all the “qualitative” values that can be reached by a process 

variable in the CPN model. It has been defined to represent the qualitative value that 

can be reached from any process variable, for instance, “Z” = Zero, “VL” = Very Low, 

L = Low, N = Normal, H = High, VH = Very High.  

4.2 Components 

The entire analysed section of the plant comprises of 4 elements such as, 2 valves, 1 

vessel, and 1 pump. Each of the CPN models is made up of these primitive elements:  

 Places, depicted as circles and necessary for storing information about the process 

variables; 

 Transitions, used for running the above mentioned information; 

 Arcs, connect places and transitions by driving the information flow. 

Those components are consuming the above-mentioned data such as, process variable 

values modelled by tokens, flow policies defined by SML functions etc.  

Thus, starting from previous definitions together with many available information 

concerning the analysed node, further issues in terms of specificity of the modelling 

component have been tackled during its translation into CPN model.  

Fig. 2 shows a snippet of the vessel model, which is made up of 5 places and 10 

transitions. These are able to consume information concerning the vessel’s process var-

iables such as, temperature, pressure, level, flow-in, and flow-out, and satisfy its work-

ing policies through guards, arc and other functions. 

 

 

Fig. 2. CPN model – vessel (D1) 



4.3 Causes and consequences 

Each grey place (see Fig. 2), which models a specific process variables, may be con-

nected with green depicted places and transitions, which are used in order to use data 

related to internal and external causes (see Fig. 3). Each of those causes acts on one or 

more specific process variables, thus, it acts on the qualitative information modelled by 

a token that is stored within the relative place. During a simulation of the CPN model, 

the occurrence (or firing) of a green transition triggers a ripple effect, which may change 

the state of the involved components, according to predefined communication policies. 

Much of the same applies to the consequences (purple places and transitions, Fig. 4). 

 

 

Fig. 3. CPN model – Valve Causes                Fig. 4.  CPN Model – Pump consequences 

A purple transition is enabled when specific conditions are reached by the system, 

which leads a component to fail in a specific way. As previously mentioned, a ripple 

effect is triggered when the system state changes, hence, the new state that is reached 

from each involved component may represent the disruption cause of a linked compo-

nent. More details are given in the next section. 

4.4 Information flow 

Guards, inscriptions, priority levels and other customized SML functions have been 

defined in order to drive the information flow within the CPN model according to pol-

icies that reflect the real behaviour of the modelled system. These elements represent 

the model’s core, in particular, guards are necessary to set bounding conditions on tran-

sitions firing, meanwhile priority levels are there to rule the execution order. This pri-

ority level definition is made according to the following typical failure evolution mech-

anism I→P→T (Initiation, Propagation, and Termination). In particular, only green 

transitions (Section 2.3) may occur at the beginning because they are the only enabled 

ones (Initiation of the fault). Then, the propagation of a fault is due to component’s 

features and communication policies. This stops when a final state has been reached. 

Therefore, it is possible to obtain a “behaviour forecast report” from the CPN-based 

system by randomly firing initiating causes and tracking the system behaviour. 



5 From CPN model to HAZOP 

Once the CPN model has been developed, it is possible to extract data that will guide 

the HAZOP study executed by experts. Simulation of propagation of failures through 

the modelled system reveals interesting data about its response to those typical compo-

nent failures. The term “controlled” means, it is always possible to get meaningful out-

puts from each firing (stop criteria have been set out not to reach meaningless states). 

Therefore, CPN Tools simulation produces a “.txt” file, which exactly reports a list 

of all the binding elements involved during the so-called token game.  

Report data should be collected even by monitoring functions or mined by external 

tools such as ProM [16] or CPNaaS (on-going project). However, data collected from 

simulation have been translated into a HAZOP like form through an Excel VBA macro 

ad-hoc designed to manage those data. The HAZOP report is still in a raw format (Fig. 

5), which includes only guidewords, causes and consequences, but further develop-

ments may include important information such as automatic control systems and safe-

guards. 

 

 

Fig. 5. HAZOP report – “More Flow” Deviation 

6 Discussion and conclusions 

The markings of a CPN represent the states of the modelled system. Once the analysed 

system has been modelled, the most linear procedure seems to be exploring all the pos-

sible states that system may be achieved (by performing a reachability analysis) and 

then analysing each path. However, this is a complex process in terms of time and com-

putational effort. This could be at odds with proposed goals concerning time saving and 

process simplification for a HAZOP study.  

Therefore, simulating a CPN model and by reading values from the generated report, 

it is possible to extract all the information needed to perform a HAZOP analysis of the 

modelled system. For the time being the simulation has been run on a small model just 

to analyse both feasibility and effectiveness of the results. The under development 

“CPN component library” may help in expanding the model easily and quickly. Lastly, 

the solution obtained by translating CPN Tools report data through Excel does not rep-

resent a final product but just the quickest way to get a readable one as above men-

tioned. However, comparing it with an “old style” HAZOP report, the “automated” 



HAZOP report shows almost all the risk cases together with representing an environ-

mentally friendly and time saving way of working. This is why the use of CPNs, in 

order to model the behaviour of the plant through which we can obtain a HAZOP anal-

ysis, represent a possible integration between those two methodologies, moreover, it 

provides a very useful and smart tool both for hazard identification process and to assess 

operational matters which affect production dependability and resilience. 
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